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Baby Steps (2013)

This Magic: the Gathering set was developed to 
help teach people how to play the game.

The rarities represent different difficulty levels, 
and more rules and abilities can be learned for 
each difficulty level.

The commons start with mana costs that only 
have color, sorcery spells, and creature spells. The
first experience someone has playing Magic can 
just use a mono-colored deck.

The only keyword ability used for commons is 
Flying. 

The uncommon cards introduce:

• Enchantments
• Generic mana costs
• Five more keyword abilities.

The rare cards introduce:

• Instants 
• Activated abilities. 
• Five more keyword abilities
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Magic 2084 (2013)

I have developed several “future” core 
sets imagining that the power creep 
continues until the “power 9” is a 
normal power level in 2114. 

They can be thought of as over-
powered sets, which can test the limits
of trying to keep the game balanced 
with much more powerful cards. Magic
2084 was the newest of these 
overpowered future sets. It would be 
released as a core set in 2083.

Magic 2084 focused on three color themes. For
example, red, white, and blue has a bird and
token theme. All three of these colors have had
rocs/rukhs in the past.

Magic 2084 also has several hybrid (tribrid)
cards. You can pay these hybrid costs with any of
the three colors.

You can also see that blue/black/red has a
graveyard theme. For example, cards that mill
yourself or 

Having synergy for each three color theme was
also a big focus, as can be seen with some of 
these cards.

M84 and other similar overpowered Magic sets
were all inspiration for the Battle of Wits game
I made later.

These overpowered sets are also a game design
challenge for trying to make sure the games 
can stay somewhat balanced with a much 
higher power level.
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Nix II (2013)
Nix is similar to the “future” overpowered
sets, but it also requires no lands or mana. 
Even so, there are alternative costs, as you
can see here: 

• Dust Storm replaces your land 
play. 

• Forked Thunder requires you to 
pay the cost using two cards from 
your graveyard. Those cards need 
to be put on the bottom of your 
library.

Nix II was an experiment to try to have a fun
overpowered set that also doesn’t require
lands.

The replacing a land cost became the “epic”
card type used in other games I made.
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Ravnica 3 Part 1 (November 2012)
I started working on my own Ravnica
block (trilogy of sets) one month after
Return of Ravnica came out, in part, so
that I could compare my own ideas with
the ones of the official sets of the Return to
Ravnica block.

With Ravnica 3, I introduced guild mana.
The original Ravnica set introduced hybrid
mana, and I love that idea. Before Ravnica
came out, there was speculation about
hybrid mana. Some people thought it
would use the guild symbols. They didn’t,
so now guild symbols could be used for a
new type of mana. My idea for guild mana
is that is two colors at once. 

Some cards also have a guild mana cost,
which can be paid with one guild mana, or
one of each of the two relevant colors.

Just like other Ravnica sets, Ravnica 3 has
a new keyword ability for each guild, and
each guild also has a theme that is
enhanced with various cards that synergize
well together. For example, Selesnya has
aggression, which adds +1/+1 counters to
it when another creature enters the
battlefield under your control. (The
wording I used has some issues in this
case.) Creature tokens and creatures with
flash could both be good ways to have
synergy with this ability.

In this set Azorius has a theme of tapping
and untapping creatures. It is clear how
these angels offer some synergy with those
types of mechanics. There is some synergy
with flickering as well, which was an
important source of synergy in the original
Ravnica set.

I also tried to make sure a third color can
combine two guilds in an interesting way.
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Ravnica 3 Part 2 (December 2012)
Ravnica 3 Part 1 had all five allied color
combinations. Ravnica 3 Part 2 had all
the enemy color combinations.

Boros has the Rally keyword, which
produces attacking tokens when the
creature with Rally attacks. Cards, such as
Zealous Soldier, are made to help boost
creatures with Rally. It also works well
with flash, haste, and flickering.

Orzhov has Impatience, which gives you
an option the cast the spell for 3 less
generic mana if you discard a card as part
of the cost. Orzhov also focuses on
reanimation, which synergizes with
discarding cards.
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Ravnica 3 Part 3 (January 2013)
Ravnica 3 Part 3 has all ten guilds similar
to Dragon’s Maze. I had a complete trilogy
for my Ravnica sets two months before
Dragon’s Maze was released.

Some of the cards I am showing here show
some of my ideas for mana fixing.

Body & Soul continues the tradition of
multicolor split cards that were introduced
in the original Ravnica set, and I don’t
know that there are any hybrid split cards
officially made in the game yet.
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Magic 2094 (2012)
Magic 2094 is an overpowered Magic core
set imagined to be released in 2093.

As an overpowered set, there are cards that
can be used to defeat an opponent quickly,
such as Flare. 

It also offers powerful ways to protect
yourself, such as Timid Pixie.

Ydwen Djinn continues the Arabian Nights
idea of having djinns that have drawbacks
to justify being stronger in other areas. 

Island Fish of Vodalia is a land creature
inspired by the Arabian Nights Island Fish
of Jasconius.

Lernean Hydra shows an idea for an
overpowered creature with an X cost that
combines the classic deathtouch and semi-
Lure synergy, as well as the less common
combination of deathtouch and trample.

Premonition could have been a less
powerful green version of Futuresight, but
the focus of being overpowered inspired
the idea of also having a Futuresight ability
for the opponents’ libraries.
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Magic 2414 (2012)
Magic 2414 was meant to be the most
overpowered Magic set, which is
imagined to be a core set. 

Basic lands are still somewhat useful. The
weaker cards are zero cost and have a 
seek ability similar to scrying. They can
also put a certain type of basic land into
play from the library.

Blue Planet shows that common non-basic
lands can produce five mana of a color.

It was speculated that Yawmoth’s Time
Mox would be the most broken card in
Magic, and this version of the card is for
the most overpowered version of Magic.

Destroy Soul was one of the first cards
that inspired the idea of Magic 2414. A
one mana spell that can make an opponent
lose the game.

Universe is a powerful rare land that has
an ability more powerful than
indestructible. It can’t leave the
battlefield.

Ryuo is an example of a card with a high
mana cost. Such cards are not needed, but
they are easier to play with the strong
mana acceleration found in the set. Not
using the stack makes it impossible to
counter, and it has the potential to defeat
two opponents in one turn.
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Magic 2104 (2012)
Magic 2104 is another overpowered core set.

Undiscovered Isle doesn’t even seem so
overpowered now that we have Prismatic
Vista, released seven years after I came up
with the idea. It also has an ability to be
played from outside the game to help when
you don’t draw enough lands. The penalty of
exiling two cards from hand is pretty severe
as well.

Giraffe shows the power level of a zero cost
creature, and it shows that we make sure
there is still some incentive to play lands
with basic land types.

Meddling Imp shows an idea for having
counter magic in every color (against enemy
colors) if you have a land with the relevant
basic land type. Overpowered cards can
threaten to end the game quickly, and zero
cost counter magic like this can help prevent
that from being a problem.

This is an earlier and slightly less
overpowered idea of Yawgmoth’s Time
Mox. It takes a few turns before it can get
you an extra turn.

Amunet and Husam al Din are both
multicolored legendary creatures that are
included. The increasing interest of
EDH/Commander gave me an incentive to
want to include cards like this in case we
wanted to use the cards to play that format. 

I combined M94, M104, and M114 to use
the cards to play EDH.
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Darker Ascension (2012)
Darker Ascension had a focus on gold
counters, which are very similar to energy
counters, but developed four years earlier
than when energy counters were
announced. I remember that people were
speculating about treasure being used in
Magic around that time, and I wanted to
see what I could do with the idea. Darker
Ascension was developed around the
same time that Dark Ascension came out.
There wasn’t really anything similar about
them, though.

Great Eagle shows the purchase
mechanic. Cards you purchase should be
in your sideboard, and you have to buy
them with gold counters to put them on
top of your library. The cards you
purchase can be powerful, but they have
to be bought.

The Wall of Rock shows an idea of having
creature lands, which was used quite a bit
in the set.

Treasure Chest is one of the better ways to
get gold counters.

Electrocute has a recover mechanic,
which shuffles cards from your graveyard
back into your library. Recover synergizes
a little bit with the purchase mechanic.

Contract from the Abyss is inspired by the
most overpowered Magic card ever made
—Contract from Below. This is a “fixed”
version, since you have to buy it from
your sideboard in order to play with it.

Dragon of Fortune features a new
drawback that is used in the set—Reward.
When a player destroys the permanent,
they get the specified number of gold
counters.
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Older Magic Sets

• Magic 2114 (2012) – My second main take on overpowered core Magic sets imagined to be 
released in 2113, in the future. In this game, it was imagined that the power 9 was normal 
around 100 years in the future.

• Magic 2018 (2011) – My take on a near-future core Magic set with a little bit of power creep, 
such as the inclusion of a red Dark Ritual spell. This set also had a strong emphasis on synergy 
for each color, and synergy could also be found by combining two colors together. (I now 
suspect we will only get a red dark ritual in a set made just for eternal formats.)

• Magic 0 (2011) – My take on a regular core set that does not use lands. Every card has a zero 
cost or has an alternative cost used instead, such as costs similar to delve (that require you to 
exile cards from your graveyard). One question is what Magic would be like without lands, so 
this is an attempt to find out. Limited events only required thirty cards since lands are not 
needed.

• Arabian Nights II (2010) – My take on a sequel to Arabian Nights imagined to be released 
shortly after the original Arabian Nights was released. The cards are purposely unbalanced 
similar to how Magic used to be back in 1993.

• Unscrewed (2010) – My take on an un-set. It had super flying that could go higher up than 
other fliers, super first strike that was before regular first strike, and triple strike that used super 
first strike. Some broken cards had a mechanic that required that your minimum deck size was 
increased. Some other interesting card abilities and keywords were included.

• Nyx (2010) – This was my first attempt to make a Magic set that doesn’t use lands. Every card 
is free or has an alternate cost. It was also overpowered, so cards having zero cost was common.

• Infinity (2009) – Also known as “Power Creep.” This was my first attempt to make an 
overpowered Magic set that assumes the power creep continues in the future, and it was 
imagined to be released fifty years in the future when the power 9 would be normal.

• Awakening (June 2007) – My first Magic set that had two mechanics that ended up in 
Shadowmoor almost a year before Shadowmoor was released, in March 2008: (1) It had 
colorless hybrid mana symbols. It was imagined that many creatures were rejecting being 
defined by their color, so they could be played using colorless mana, such as Zombie hippies, 
and Dwarven Environmentalists. (2) It had the untap symbol/mechanic. Additionally, it had split
card permanents similar to how double face cards function now.
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